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Abstract. Verification of identity is commonly achieved by looking at
the face of a person and listening to his (her) speech. Automatic means
of achieving this verification has been studied for several decades. In-
deed, a talking face offers many features to achieve a robust verification
of identity. The current deployment of videophones drives new opportu-
nities for a secured access to remote servers (banking, certification, call
centers, etc.). The synchrony of the speech signal and lip movements is a
necessary condition to check that the observed talking face has not been
manipulated and/or synthesized. This overview addresses face, speaker
and talking face verification, as well as face and voice transformation
techniques. It is demonstrated that a dedicated impostor needs limited
information from a client to fool state of the art audio-visual identity
verification systems.

1 Introduction

Identity verification based on talking face biometrics is getting more and more at-
tention. As a matter of fact, a talking face offers many features to achieve a ro-
bust identity verification: it includes speaker verification, face recognition and their
multimodal combination. Moreover, whereas iris or fingerprint biometrics might
appear intrusive and need user collaboration, a talking face identity verification
system is not intrusive and can even be achieved without the user noticing it.

Though it can be very robust thanks to the complementarity of speaker and
face recognition, these two modalities also share a common weakness: an impos-
tor can easily record the voice or photograph the face or his/her target without
him/her noticing it ; and thus fool a talking face system with very little effort.
Moreover, higher effort impostors might perform both voice conversion and face
animation in order to perform impersonation that is even more difficult to de-
tect or to mask his/her identity (see Voice Disguise and Automatic Detection:
Review and Perspectives by Perrot et al. in this volume). We will show that
explicit talking face modeling (i.e. the coupled modeling of acoustic and visual
synchronous features) is an effective way to overcome these weaknesses.

The remaining of this chapter is organized as follows. After a short review of
the most prominent methods used for speaker verification and face recognition,
low and high forgery scenarios are described, including simple replay attacks,
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voice conversion and face animation. Finally, the particular task of replay attacks
detection is addressed, based on the detection of a lack of synchrony between
voice and lip motion.

2 Audio-Visual Identity Verification

2.1 Speaker Verification

Speech is a biometric modality that may be used to verify the identity of a
speaker. The speech signal represents the amplitude of an audio waveform as
captured by a microphone. To process this signal a feature extraction module
calculates relevant feature vectors on a signal window that is shifted at a regular
rate. In order to verify the identity of the claimed speaker a stochastic model
for the speech generated by the speaker is generally constructed. New utterance
feature vectors are generally matched against the claimed speaker model and
against a general model of speech that may be uttered by any speaker called
the world model. The most likely model identifies if the claimed speaker has
uttered the signal or not. In text independent speaker recognition, the model
should not reflect a specific speech structure, i.e. a specific sequence of words.
Therefore in state-of-the-art systems, Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) are used
as stochastic models [1].

Given a feature vector x, the GMM defines its probability distribution func-
tion as in (1).
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This distribution can be seen as the realizations of two successive processes.
In the first process, the mixture component is selected and based on the se-
lected component the corresponding Gaussian distribution defines the realiza-
tion of the feature vector. The GMM model is defined by the set of parameters
λ = ({wi}, {μi}, {Γi}). To estimate the GMM parameters, speech signals are
generally collected. The unique observation of the feature vectors provides in-
complete data insufficient to allow analytic estimation, following the maximum
likelihood criterion, of the model parameters, i.e. the Gaussian distributions
weights, mean vectors and covariance matrices. The Estimation Maximization
(EM) algorithm offers a solution to the problem of incomplete data [2]. The EM
algorithm is an iterative algorithm, an iteration being formed of two phases:
the Estimation (E) phase and the Maximization (M) phase. In the E phase the
likelihood function of the complete data given the previous iteration model pa-
rameters is estimated. In the M phase new values of the model parameters are
determined by maximizing the estimated likelihood. The EM algorithm ensures
that the likelihood on the training data does not decrease with the iterations
and therefore converges towards a local optimum. This local optimum depends
on the initial values given to the model parameters before training. Thus, the
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initialization of the model parameters is a crucial step. The LBG algorithm is
used to initialize the model parameters.

The direct estimation of the GMM parameters using the EM algorithm re-
quires a large amount of speech feature vectors. This causes no problem for the
world model where several minutes from several speakers may be collected for
this purpose. For the speaker model, this would constrain the speaker to talk for
a long duration and may not be acceptable. To overcome this, speaker adaptation
techniques may be used [3], such as Bayesian adaptation, maximum likelihood
linear regression (MLLR), and the unified adaptation technique defined in [4].
Using the adaptation techniques few minutes of speech become sufficient to de-
termine the speaker model parameters.

During recognition, feature vectors are extracted from a speech utterance.
The log likelihood ratio between the speaker and world models is computed
and compared to a threshold. This allows to verify the identity of the claimed
speaker.

2.2 Face Verification

Face recognition is divided into two major areas: face identification and face
verification. On the one hand, face verification is concerned with validating a
claimed identity based on a frontal and/or profile image or a video sequence of
the claimant’s face, and either accepting or rejecting the identity claim. On the
other hand, the goal of face identification is to identify a person based on the
image or video of his/her face. This face has to be compared with all registered
persons and hence it is desirable to represent faces in a compact yet precise
manner. Many techniques exist to perform this task, some of which are reviewed
below.

Face Representation. Traditionally two major classes of techniques exist for
face representation. On the one hand, geometrical feature extraction relies on
parameters of distinctive features such as eyes, mouth and nose. On the other
hand, in appearance-based approaches, a face is represented as an array of in-
tensity values suitably preprocessed; the array is then compared with a face
template using an appropriate metric. The performances of both representation
techniques in face recognition are compared in [5]. Our work on faces belongs to
appearance-based approaches.

Face Recognition. Once proper face representation is accomplished, the next
step consists in determining which class the represented face belongs to. In this
context several approaches have been proposed.

In template matching, the extracted face information is compared with the
pre-computed templates of each class [6]. The degree of similarity is measured ei-
ther with the Euclidian distance or with the Mahalanobis distance in eigenspace
and fisherspace [7,8]. A probabilistic similarity measure is also used in [9].
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However, in distance-based classification, it is assumed that the prototypes
are representative of query images under various conditions and the recognition
performance depends largely on the representational capacity of the training
set. Therefore, location and scale of query images are usually normalized before
they are compared to the templates. Nevertheless, changes in illumination and
rotation are difficult to compensate by normalization. In this context, the nearest
feature line method proposed in [10] aims at expanding the representational
capacity of available feature points in order to account for new conditions not
represented in the training set. The method interpolates the available prototype
images to build appropriate linear combinations that represent the variations in
illumination and viewing angle. The decision is made based on the minimum
distance between the query and each interpolated line.

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is an effective method for pattern recognition
that finds the hyperplane separating the largest possible fraction of points of the
same class on the same side while maximizing the distance from either classes
to the hyperplane [11]. SVM is a binary classifier, and two strategies exist for
solving q-class problems. The one-versus-all strategy involves the training of q
SVMs, each separating a given class from the rest of the training set, whereas
pairwise classifiers involve the training of a different SVM for separating each pair
of classes. The one-versus-all strategy was successfully used for facial expression
recognition [12] as well as face recognition [13].

Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) neural network (NN) is a good classification
tool. It searches for an acceptable local minimum in the NN weight space in
order to achieve minimal error. Weights are adjusted using back-propagation
which is a gradient descent supervised training procedure. During the training
procedure MLP builds separating hypersurfaces in the input space. After train-
ing MLP can successfully apply acquired skills to previously unseen samples.
Backpropagation trained Neural Networks were used for facial expression recog-
nition in [14].

Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is an extension of the theory of Markov chains
where the observation of a certain output is a probabilistic function of the state.
Identification is achieved by selecting the HMM which obtains the highest likeli-
hood [15]. HMM computations converge quickly making them practical for real
time processing.

Finally, recent papers investigate the use of video sequences in order to per-
form face recognition. For instance, in [16], face features are extracted from every
frame of the video, and gaussian mixture modeling is used (as in the speaker
verification task). In the GMM space, an additional step is performed: one SVM
is trained per client to achieve better discrimination between clients.

3 The Forgery Issue in Biometrics

Many databases are available to the research community to help evaluate multi-
modal biometric verification algorithms, such as BANCA [17], BT-DAVID [18],
XM2VTS [19] and BIOMET [20]. Different protocols have been defined for
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evaluating biometric systems on each of these databases, but they share the
assumption that impostor attacks are zero-effort attacks. For example, in the
particular framework of the BANCA database, each subject records one client
access and one impostor access per session. However, the only difference between
the two is the particular message that the client utters—their name and address
in the first case; the target’s name and address in the second. Thus the imper-
sonation takes place without any knowledge of the target’s face, age, and voice.
These zero-effort impostor attacks are unrealistic—only a fool would attempt to
imitate a person without knowing anything about them. In this work we adopt
more realistic scenarios in which the impostor has more information about the
target.

3.1 Replay Attacks

A major drawback of using the talking-face modality for identity verification is
that an impostor can easily obtain a sample of any client’s audiovisual identity.
Contrast this with iris recognition: it is quite difficult to acquire a sample of
another person’s iris. But numerous small devices allow an impostor to take a
picture of the target’s face without being noticed, and some mobile phones are
even able to record movies. Of course, it is even easier to acquire a recording of
the target’s voice. Therefore, protocols to evaluate audiovisual identity verifica-
tion systems should recognize this fact, for example by adding replay attacks to
their repertoire of envisaged impostor accesses [21].

3.2 Voice Conversion

Forgery attacks against a speaker verification system, where the voice charac-
teristics of the impostor is modified in such a way that it resembles the voice
of the client, are investigated in this section. The choice of the transformation
technique is made according to the available quantity of client voice data.

If only a limited amount of client data is available for training (as in the case
of BANCA protocol [17]), a spectral conversion technique should be adopted,
which give some interesting results according to previous studies [22]. Consider
a sequence of spectral vectors pronounced by the impostor, X = [x1, x2, . . . , xn],
and a sequence composed by the same words, pronounced by the client, Y =
[y1, y2, . . . , yn]. A spectral transformation can be performed by finding the con-
version function F that minimizes the mean square error: εmse = E[||y−F (x)||2],
where E is the expectation. This conversion method requires preliminary word-
level segmentation of the training sentences.

If more client data are available (e.g. approximately 1 hour of client’s speech),
we can use a voice encoder based on the Automatic Language Independent
Speech Processing approach (ALISP) [23]. This method is described in Sec.2.2
of the chapter untitled Voice Disguise and Automatic Detection: Review and
Program by Perrot et al.
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3.3 Face Transformation

Natural talking faces synthesis is a very challenging task, since a synthetic face
has to be photo-realistic and represent subtle texture and shape variations that
are vital to talking faces representation and recognition, in order to be considered
natural.

Many modeling techniques exist which achieve various degrees of realism
and flexibility. The first class of techniques uses 3D meshes to model the face
shape [24,25]. To obtain natural appearance a 3D scan image of the subject face
is texture-mapped on the 3D parameterized deformable model.

An alternative approach is based on morphing between 2D images. This tech-
nique produces photo-realistic images of new shapes by performing
interpolation between previously seen shapes and is successfully combined with
geometric 3D transformations to create realistic facial models from photos and
construct smooth transitions between different facial expressions [26]. Using the
same technique, multi-dimensional deformable models [27] can generate inter-
mediate video-realistic mouth movements of a talking face from a small set of
manually selected mouth samples. Morphing is also used in the context of the
video-rewrite to change the identity of a talking face [28].

3.4 Talking-Face Animation

In this work we propose to use an appearance-based face tracker allowing to
extract from each frame of a video sequence a set of feature points describing the
face shape. These feature points are tracked from frame to frame throughout the
entire sequence [29] and their motion is injected into any target image allowing
to simulate a lip movement similar to the tracked sequence.

Face Tracking. It has already been shown that the active appearance model
[30] is a powerful tool for object synthesis and tracking. It uses Principal Com-
ponent Analysis (PCA) to model both shape and texture variations seen in a
training set of visual objects. After computing the mean shape s̄ and aligning all
shapes from the training set by means of a Procrustes analysis, the statistical
shape model is given by (2)

si = s̄ + Φsbsi (2)

where si is the synthesized shape, Φs is a truncated matrix describing the princi-
pal modes of shape variations in the training set and bsi is a vector that controls
the synthesized shape.

It is then possible to warp textures from the training set of faces onto the
mean shape s̄ in order to obtain shape-free textures. Similarly, after computing
the mean shape-free texture t̄ and normalizing all textures from the training
set relatively to t̄ by scaling and offset of the luminance values, the statistical
texture model is given by (3)

ti = t̄ + Φtbti (3)
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where ti is the synthesized shape-free texture, Φt is a truncated matrix describing
the principal modes of texture variations in the training set and bti is a vector
that controls the synthesized shape-free texture.

By combining the training shape and texture vectors bsi and bti and applying
further PCA the statistical appearance model is given by (4) and (5)

si = s̄ + Qsci (4)

ti = t̄ + Qtci (5)

where Qs and Qt are truncated matrices describing the principal modes of com-
bined appearance variations in the training set, and ci is a vector of appearance
parameters simultaneously controlling both shape and texture.

Given the parameter vector ci, the corresponding shape si and shape-free
texture ti can be computed respectively using (4) and (5). The reconstructed
shape-free texture is then warped onto the reconstructed shape in order to obtain
the full appearance. Displacing each modes of the mean appearance vector c̄
changes both the texture and shape of the coded synthetic faces.

Furthermore, in order to allow pose displacement of the model, it is necessary
to add to the appearance parameter vector ci a pose parameter vector pi allowing
control of scale, orientation and position of the synthesized faces.

While a couple of appearance parameter vector c and pose parameter vector
p represents a face, the active appearance model can automatically adjust those
parameters to a target face by minimizing a residual image r(c,p) which is the
texture difference between the synthesized faces and the corresponding mask of
the image it covers as shown in (6) and (7).

In the following, the appearance and pose parameters obtained by this opti-
mization procedure will be denoted respectively as cop and pop.

cop = argmin |r[(c + δc),p]|2 (6)

pop = argmin |r[c, (p + δp)]|2 (7)

For this purpose, a set of training residual images are computed by displacing
the appearance and pose parameters within allowable limits. These residuals are
then used to compute matrices Ra and Rt establishing the linear relationships
(8) and (9)

δ(c) = −Ra r(c,p) (8)

δ(p) = −Rt r(c,p) (9)

between the parameter displacements and the corresponding residuals, so as to
minimize |r((c,p) + δ(c,p))|2.

A first order Taylor development gives the following solution (10) and (11)

Ra =

(
∂r
∂c

T ∂r
∂c

)−1
∂r
∂c

T

(10)
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Rt =

(
∂r
∂p

T ∂r
∂p

)−1
∂r
∂p

T

(11)

These linear relationships are then used to determine the optimal appearance
and pose vectors cop and pop using a gradient descent algorithm [31].

Hence adapting the active appearance model to each frame of a video sequence
showing a speaking face allows to track the facial movements of the face as
shown on Fig. 1. The experiments are conducted on the BANCA database which

Fig. 1. Face tracking through consecutive adaptation of AAM to each frame

contains video recordings of different speaking faces. Evaluation is conducted ac-
cording to the MC evaluation protocol [32]. This database was designed in order
to test multi-modal (face and voice) identity verification with various acquisition
devices. For 4 different languages (English, French, Italian and Spanish), video
and speech data were collected for 52 subjects on 12 different occasions. During
each recording, the subject was prompted to say a random 12 digits number,
their name, address and date of birth.

The consecutive frames were extracted from each video sequence of the
BANCA database. An appearance model is first trained using the first 5 im-
ages of the training set, which corresponds to the world model according to
the protocol, and then used to automatically detect feature points on the next
5 images. The model is subsequently rebuilt using the whole 10 annotated images
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and so on to annotate the whole training set in a bootstrapping mode. The
obtained model is then used to automatically annotate the client verification
data. This procedure allows hence to perform automatic face tracking on the
client verification sequences.

Face Animation. Lip motion is defined by the position of the MPEG-4 com-
patible feature points on each frame of the tested sequence. A set of 18 features

Fig. 2. MPEG-4 compatible feature points located at the inner and outer contours of
the training lips

Fig. 3. Appearance model adaptation and automatic feature point placement on the
target face
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Driving sequence Target image

Driving sequence Lip motion cloning

Lip motion cloningDriving sequence 

Fig. 4. Lip motion cloning from the driving sequence (left) to animate the static target
image (right)
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points were selected at key positions on the outer and inner lip contours as shown
on Fig. 2. This motion can be injected to any target image showing an unknown
face using the following procedure.

First the lip pixels on the target image are detected using the lip localization
method described in Sec. 3.4, as shown on Fig. 1. Then, starting from this rough
position, an appearance model is initialized and adapted to the target lip using
the gradient descent algorithm. This procedure allows to automatically place the
feature points at the correct positions of the target lips as shown on Fig. 3. An
artificial motion is then obtained by displacing these feature points to match
each frame of the driving sequence. A Delaunay triangulation coupled with a
piecewise affine transform is used to interpolate pixels color values. An example
of lip motion cloning of a driving sequence on an unknown target face is shown
on Fig. 4.

4 Replay Attacks Detection

The main weakness of a biometric system based on the fusion of speaker veri-
fication and face recognition stays in the fact that it is easily fooled by replay
attacks (as described in Sec. 3). The solution that we propose is to detect a lack
of synchrony between voice and lip motion that could result from this kind of
replay attacks.

In this section, we overview the most promising methods of the literature allow-
ing to measure the degree of synchrony between audio and visual speech [33].

4.1 Audio-Visual Features

Most of the audio-visual features used in the relatively new field dealing with
audio-visual speech synchrony are shared with the audio-visual speech recogni-
tion domain [34].

Audio Speech. Acoustic speech parameterization is classically performed on
overlapping sliding window of the original audio signal.

In [35], the authors extract the average acoustic energy on the current win-
dow as their one-dimensional audio feature, whereas [36] uses the periodogram.
The use of classical Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) is very frequent
[37,38,39,40,41]. Linear-PredictiveCoding (LPC), and its derivation Line Spectral
Frequencies (LSF) [42] have also been widely investigated. The latter are often pre-
ferred because shown to be strongly related to the vocal tract geometry [43].

A comparison of these different acoustic speech features is performed in [37] in
the framework of the FaceSync linear operator. To summarize, in their specific
framework, the authors conclude that MFCC, LSF and LPC parameterizations
lead to a stronger correlation with the visual speech than spectrogram and raw
energy features.
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Visual Speech. Raw pixels are the visual equivalent of the audio raw energy. In
[35] and [40], the intensity of gray-level pixels is used as is. In [21], their sum over
the whole region of interest is computed, leading to a one-dimensional feature.
Holistic methods consider and process the region of interest as a whole source
of information. In [39], a two-dimensional discrete cosine transform (DCT) is
applied on the region of interest. In [44], the authors perform a projection of
the region of interest on vectors resulting from a principal component analysis
(PCA): they call the principal components eigenlips. Lip-shape methods consider
and process lips as a deformable object from which geometrical features can be
derived, such as height, width openness of the mouth, position of lip corners,
etc. Mouth width, mouth height and lip protrusion are computed in [45]. In
[46,47], a deformable template composed of several polynomial curves follows
the lip contours: it allows the computation of the mouth width, height and area.
In [41], the lip shape is summarized with a one-dimensional feature: the ratio of
lip height and lip width.

Audio-Visual Subspaces. Once these features are computed, transformation
are performed in order to reduce dimensionality and keep only the dimensions
that are meaningful for the specific task of measuring the degree of synchrony in
audio-visual speech. Thus, in [48], Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is used
in order to reduce the dimensionality of a joint audiovisual space (in which audio
speech features and visual speech features are concatenated), while keeping the
characteristics that contribute most to its variance. In [49], Independent Com-
ponent Analysis (ICA) is applied on an audiovisual recording of a piano session:
the camera frames a close-up on the keyboard when the microphone is recording
the music. ICA allows to clearly find a correspondence between the audio and
visual note. However, to our knowledge, ICA has never been used as a transfor-
mation of the audiovisual speech feature space. Canonical Correlation Analysis
(CANCOR) is a statistical analysis allowing to jointly transform the audio and
visual feature spaces while maximizing the audiovisual cross-correlation. Given
two synchronized random variables, the FaceSync algorithm presented in [37]
uses CANCOR to find canonic correlation matrices that whiten them under the
constraint of making their cross-correlation diagonal and maximally compact.
Co-Inertia Analysis (CoIA) is quite similar to CANCOR. However, while CAN-
COR is based on the maximization of the correlation between audio and visual
features, CoIA relies on the maximization of their covariance [50,46].

4.2 Measures

Once audio-visual speech features are extracted, the next step is to measure their
degree of correspondence. The following paragraphs overview what is proposed
in the literature.

Correlation. Let X and Y be two independent random variables which are
normally distributed.
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Assuming a linear relationship between X and Y , the square of their Pearsons
product-moment coefficient R(X, Y ) (defined in equation 12) denotes the portion
of total variance of X that can be explained by a linear transformation of Y (and
reciprocally, since it is a symmetrical measure).

R(X, Y ) =
cov (X, Y )

σXσY
(12)

In [35], the authors compute the Pearsons product-moment coefficient between
the average acoustic energy X and the value Y of the pixels of the video to
determine which area of the video is more correlated with the audio. This allows
to decide which of two people appearing in a video is talking.

In information theory, the mutual information MI(X, Y ) of two random vari-
ables X and Y is a quantity that measures the mutual dependence of the two
variables. In the case of X and Y are discrete random variables, it is defined as
in equation (13).

MI(X, Y ) =
∑

x∈X

∑

y∈Y

p(x, y) log
p(x, y)

p(x)p(y)
(13)

It is non-negative (MI(X, Y ) ≥ 0) and symmetrical (MI(X, Y ) = MI(Y, X)).
One can demonstrate that X and Y are independent if and only if MI(X, Y ) =
0. The mutual information can also be linked to the concept of entropy H in
information theory as shown in equation 15:

MI(X, Y ) = H(X) − H(X |Y ) (14)
MI(X, Y ) = H(X) + H(Y ) − H(X, Y ) (15)

In [35,51,39,40], the mutual information is used to locate the pixels in the video
which are most likely to correspond to the audio signal: the face of the person
who is speaking clearly corresponds to these pixels.

Joint Audio-Visual Models. Let consider two discrete random variables X =
{xt, t ∈ N} and Y = {yt, t ∈ N} of dimension dX and dY respectively. One can
define the discrete random variable Z = {zt, t ∈ N} of dimension dZ where zt

is the concatenation of the two samples xt and yt, such as zt = [xt, yt] and
dZ = dX + dY .

Given a sample z, the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) λ defines its proba-
bility distribution function as in 16.

p(z|λ) =
N∑

i=1

wiN (z; μi, Γi) (16)

where N (•; μ, Γ ) is the normal distribution of mean μ and covariance matrix Γ .
λ = {wi, μi, Γi}i∈[1,N ] are parameters describing the joint distribution of X and
Y . Using a training set of synchronized samples xt and yt concatenated into joint
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samples zt, the Expectation-Maximization algorithm (EM) allows the estimation
of λ. Given two sequences of test X = {xt, t ∈ [1, T ]} and Y = {yt, t ∈ [1, T ]}, a
measure of their correspondence Cλ(X, Y ) can be computed as in (17).

Cλ(X, Y ) =
1
T

T∑

t=1

p([xt, yt]|λ) (17)

The authors of [39] propose to model audio-visual speech with Hidden Markov
Models (HMMs). Two speech recognizers are trained: one classical audio only
recognizer [52], and an audiovisual speech recognizer as described in [34]. Given
a sequence of audiovisual samples ([xt, yt], t ∈ [1, T ]), the audio only system gives
a word hypothesis W . Then, using the HMM of the audiovisual system, what
the authors call a measure of plausibility P (X, Y ) is computed as follows:

P (X, Y ) = p([x1, y1]...[xT , yT ]|W ) (18)

An asynchronous hidden Markov model (AHMM) for audio-visual speech
recognition is proposed in [53]. It assumes that there is always an audio observa-
tion xt and sometimes a visual observation ys at time t. It intrinsically models
the difference of sample rates between audio and visual speech, by introducing
the probability that the system emits the next visual observation ys at time t.
AHMM appears to outperform HMM in the task of audio-visual speech recog-
nition [53] while naturally resolving the problem of different audio and visual
sample rates.

The use of neural networks (NN) is investigated in [38]. Given a training set
of both synchronized and not synchronized audio and visual speech features, a
neural network with one hidden layer is trained to output 1 when the audiovisual
input features are synchronized and 0 when they are not. Moreover, the authors
propose to use an input layer at time t consisting of [Xt−NX , . . . , Xt, . . . , Xt+NX ]
and [Yt−NY , . . . , Yt, . . . , Yt+NY ] (instead of Xt and Yt), choosing NX and NY such
as about 200 ms of temporal context is given as an input.

5 Conclusion

Biometric identity verification is usually used to protect the access to sensi-
tive information or locations, which are –by definition– prone to be attacked
by malevolent people. Therefore, it is very important to investigate the possible
attacks that could threaten such a system. In the case of audio-visual identity
verification based on talking faces, we have shown that it is possible to increase
error rates by transforming the voice of the impostor so that it resembles the
voice of his/her target. Moreover, an algorithm allowing to automatically ani-
mate the face of a person in order to reproduce the lip motion of an impostor
was described. These high-effort forgeries are a great threat for talking face-
based identity verification algorithms. However, much simpler attacks (yet very
efficient if the algorithm was not originally designed to take them into account)
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can also be used by impostors. This is the case of replay attacks, which can
be detected by measuring a possible lack of synchrony between voice and lip
motion.
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